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Black Hat Chef George Hill's 54 year 
career includes many prominent chef 
and teaching positions. 

ROAST MARYLAND OF LAMB ON THE MENU
There are a number of elements that distinguish a
professional chef from an amateur. The essentials
include structured training, distinctive uniform, codes
of practice, and a common language or industrial
terminology. 

Training ensures efficiency and consistency, uniform
signifies discipline, codes of practice reinforce atti-
tudes. The last, terminology is fundamental to any
professional endeavour as a means of standardising
understanding of accepted processes and educat-
ing the public.

The latest disturbing trend in commercial cookery
is the hijacking of culinary terms which are then
used inappropriately in the public arena. We see
media and suppliers, both retail and wholesale dis-
regarding naming conventions, and even experi-
enced chefs misusing terms on menus by twisting
them to mean something that they do not. They do
not appreciate the significance of culinary heritage
nor the need to respect the universal language used
in professional cookery.

Professional chefs should not overlook incorrect
use of terms or naming conventions craftily twisted
to exploit the industry. When something is identified
wrongly in the media, on a menu, in a shop or on a
supermarket shelf the incorrect becomes the norm
as the unknowing and confused general public ac-
cept it as correct. 

It is disappointing to see chefs’ organisations and
standards organisations are toothless tigers when
there is a case to object to the incorrect use of 
culinary terms. 

The Black Hat
Chef George Hill gives his view 
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AUSSIES ABROAD
Australian chef Michael Donlevy's
career has taken him all around the
world and taught him to embrace
cultural differences while expanding 
his knowledge of international cuisine.

CHECK OUT…HELLO FOODSERVICE EPISODE 7 
– WASTE AND SUSTAINABILITY

In this program we look at waste and sustainability in the foodservice industry and 

From manufacturers and catering companies to small operators and charities, 
foodservice professionals are doing their part to reduce food waste and create more 

While veterans of the trade are learning how to manage environmental issues, 
the next generation of chefs are wising up on the sustainability needs of the 21st 

 We also touch on new innovations emerging in foodservice equipment which assist 

… If you missed the last episode of Hello Foodservice on food 

WATCH click HELLO 
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WELCOME
There’s no doubting the passion
and dedication of this issue’s
cover story subject, executive chef
Marcus Werner of Melbourne
Olympic Park – it shines through
in our illuminating interview.
Marcus is a great example of the
staunch professional committed
to doing his very best in an indus -
try he loves, and his story is an
inspiring one.

On a seasonal note, with the
colder months now upon us it’s
the ideal time to present a story
on how you can use the ‘chef’s
secret weapon’ – Kikkoman
Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce – to
enhance your menu with that
authentic taste of umami, the
often-elusive fifth flavour which
the Japanese intriguingly describe
as “more than delicious”.

Average Net Distribution
Nov 2010 - Nov 2011
22,918 Proud to

be part of
Australian
foodservice
Executive Chef Markus Werner carries big 
responsibilities on his shoulders. Working for
hospitality giant Delaware North, he oversees
the massive food operations at Melbourne
Olympic Park, one of Australia’s most presti-
gious sporting venues.

For Markus, who was previously Executive Chef at Crown

Casino, planning and developing all the banqueting de-

partment’s major events including the Logies, Million Dol-

lar Lunch, Melbourne Food and Wine and Shared Table

Gala, it’s all in a day’s work.

Markus hails from Germany and after training in Munich

worked in and around South Germany, but a year out here

as a backpacker convinced him to move to Australia. 

“I just fell in love with the country – I came back a few

years later with the whole family and have never left since.

I had planned to look around Asia and see where I wanted

to live but that never grabbed me – Australia did!”
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Markus started his Aussie career at the

Radisson Plaza Hotel in Cairns, then

moved to South Australia to work at

Restaurant Associates. He’s now in

Melbourne, which he describes as the

heart of the Australian foodservice in-

dustry. “It’s just amazing – the little lanes

you walk, and there’s so much good food.

There’s very little opportunity for a bad meal

or a bad coffee in Melbourne, the standard

is amazing. It’s not easy for chefs because

the competition is good – but we all love a

challenge! I say to my staff, if you don’t like

a challenge and want to go it easy, don’t be a

chef because we have to perform at our best

every day – you’re only as good as the last

meal you served! A year ago you may have

been sensational, or perhaps you did a great

function last month, but today is the day

that counts.”

At Melbourne Olympic Park Markus over-

sees all manner of functions and events. “I

really like the way every day brings some-

thing new,” he explains. “You can be doing

functions for $20 a head or $200 a head –

every day there’s a new challenge. It’s always

changing, there’s never a dull moment. We

have the Australian Open coming through,

where we serve 600,000 guests over two

weeks. We have groups coming in from over-

seas, we have degustation menus for five

people, and at the same time we’re running

retail outlets where you’re serving five thou-

sand. Every year we’re innovating which

keeps us on our toes. Just now we’re intro-

ducing live carving stations which offer local

grassfed beef – we’re calling them the Butcher’s

Block, we’re making beef sandwiches for the

public where the food is prepared freshly in

front of them. Fresh is best!”

Markus’ passion for his work shines through

as he speaks. “For me food is my life – I take

everything about what I do very personally.

If I use some lettuce it has to be the freshest

and crispiest lettuce. I try to serve you

the best burger, the best foie gras, the

best beef – I take it very seriously.

There’s nothing better than having a

great meal with friends and family – it’s a

big part of life. Also, when you’re travel-

ling, experiencing the local food can give

you a great insight into the culture. If I go

to Thailand, I can tell so much about the

people from what they’re eating, how they’re

experiencing food is part of how they’re ex-

periencing life.

“I think passion is very important. I had that

when I started, now I have 20 years’ experi-

ence and as the years go by you stop count-

ing, but your passion never goes away – I’ll

be the same when I’m 60 or 70. You can’t 

retire if it’s your life – you’ll still be involved

in the industry somehow, even if it’s just

your colleagues coming over and you’re 

putting out a spread. It might take a little bit

longer, but I’ll still be doing it!”

With such obvious commitment to his voca-

tion, Markus is clearly the man for the chal-

lenging job of running Melbourne Olympic

Park. “We have up to 17 kitchens during the

Australian Open with about 220 chefs at

work. On top of that we have retail food

outlets with 1800 people at work and our

chefs inside work on creating dishes for

those too.

“Then we have our high end restaurant 

offering a la carte plated meals – you can

choose between four entrees, four mains and

four desserts, all of which feature top end 

local produce. When I say ‘local’ I don’t just

mean Victorian, because you build close

relationships with your suppliers and they

continue even when you move states. So I’m

still getting my blue swimmer crabs from

Queensland because they’re just fantastic,

and when you know your suppliers personally

you know they will look after you. They’ll

call me up and say I have an amazing 

product coming up. Thankfully Delaware

North supports me in this so I’m able to

bring in wonderful food from all over. I’ve

been able to build relationships not just with

suppliers but growers too. For example, I’m

a fan of grassfed beef. People think it’s

tougher but you just can’t match the taste –

the chef may have to work a little harder to

cook it to perfection, but when you do it’s

just amazing which is the reward for your

effort. When you’re truly passionate you’re

always searching for the best product you

can get whether it’s fruit, vegies, olives,

bread. I use freshly baked sourdough bread

and I don’t mind paying extra to get the

quality I’m after. Yes, sometimes quality does

come with a price but I would never substitute

quantity for quality.

When I look back to when I first came out

here 16 years ago – the breads and cheeses

available on the market back then to now,

there’s no comparison! Today you can go in-

to an Australian supermarket and you can

buy the most wonderful breads, cheeses,

olive oils. Australia has come an enormously

long way. Sometimes I go back to Europe

and try the food and say, Australia is better!

It makes you feel proud and emotional.

There’s a lot of great Australian chefs out

there now, working internationally, because

Australia is known for our great products.

We have growers producing the best beef,

lamb, vegies. I’m very proud to be part of an

industry like this.” v

“For me food
is my life – I take
everything about
what I do very
personally.”
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KIKKOMAN
IS THE IDEAL 
COMPLEMENT TO
YOUR WINTER MENU

Warm up your customers during the winter
months by enhancing your heartier dishes
with the authentic taste of ‘umami’, the often-
elusive fifth flavour that the Japanese tradi-
tionally describe as “more than delicious”.

Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce is the
ideal way to enrich this season’s winter meals
with the terrific umami touch, adding richness
and fully rounded flavour. 

Many chefs use powdered “boosters” to enhance
flavour, but Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy
Sauce is a natural alternative to these – one which
enables you to avoid the undesirable addition of MSG to your meals. 

In fact Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce is made from just four
high quality natural ingredients. It’s also free of artificial colours,
flavours, preservatives or GM ingredients. 

The complex yet mellow flavour bouquet of Kikkoman Naturally
Brewed Soy Sauce will blend well with your other ingredients – enhanc-
ing and complementing the flavours of your winter recipes, but never
overwhelming them.

As the name suggests, Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce owes its
authentic flavour to its natural brewing process, followed in accordance
with time-honoured Japanese tradition.

Kikkoman Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce is aged like a fine wine. The
natural fermentation process, which lasts up to six months, releases a
high concentration of about 20 different amino acids. This generates
a synergy of intricately balanced flavours, imparting a genuine ‘uma-
mi’ to the sauce.

FREE RECIPE BOOK click R EC I P ES
foodservicegateway.com.au

With the colder months well upon

us, Kikkoman Naturally Brewed

Soy Sauce is the ideal complement

to your menu and a must-have 

ingredient for marinading, season-

ing and braising roasts. You can

also use it to enrich broths, gravies

and casseroles, or to add extra

depth of flavour to winter favou -

rites like burgers and meatballs.

And in addition to its other attributes, Kikkoman

Naturally Brewed Soy Sauce is also an effective way of reducing sodium

levels in menu items while enhancing flavour – just use it in place of

salt in your favourite winter recipes.

FREE RECIPE BOOK . . . If you’re looking for innovative winter recipes,

be sure to visit www.foodservicegateway.com.au and click on the

RECIPES tab to download your free copy of the Kikkoman Winter

Recipes booklet – packed full of fantastically flavoursome warming

meals like Beef Pot Pie, Soy-braised Beef Cheeks with Sweet Potato

Mash and Roast Duck and Wonton Soup! v

SOY-BRAISED BEEF CHEEKS 
WITH SWEET POTATO MASH

FREE
RECIPE BOOK
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Superb smoothies...
in three easy steps!

Want to offer your customers a healthy, natural alternative to both

artificial sweeteners and sugar?

Now you can with Natvia – the 100 per cent natural sweetener, available

from distributors of Cerebos Foodservice products.

Containing only 0.4 calories per serve – that’s 95 per cent fewer calories

than sugar – Natvia contains no aspartame or saccharin and is 

absolutely free of any artificial additives. It has no bitter aftertaste

and was developed in conjunction with baristas and coffee roasters,

to ensure its flavour will perfectly complement coffee and other hot

beverages in which sugar is often traditionally used.

Unlike artificial sweeteners like aspartame, you can use Natvia as a

recipe ingredient in baking and cooking. So it’s the perfect choice for

the commercial kitchen when you’re looking to create sugar-free

cakes, pastries, desserts and other sweet treats that your customers

will enjoy.

“Natvia’s clean, sweet, natural taste exemplifies the fact that it is 

a terrific natural alternative, in contrast to the artificial sweeteners 

of the past,” says Cerebos Foodservice National Sales Manager 

Alan Lindeque.

“As such, Natvia is a perfect fit within Cerebos Foodservice’s ‘natural

MORE  INFO click P RODUCTS
foodservicegateway.com.au

So save time and money, and cut down on waste and labour by not

making smoothies from scratch. Just pop 2 or 3 Chefs Pride Smoothie

Cubes in the blender, add 200ml of milk or juice as required, blend

and serve!

You can adjust the flavour by adding more or less cubes as required

(two to three cubes is the standard serve size per smoothie).

Chefs Pride Smoothie Cubes have been developed by a dietician and

nutritionist and many of your customers may prefer them as a natural

healthy choice. Naturally low in sodium, they’re a source of omega 3

and fibre, and are available in dairy and gluten free (depending on

flavour variety).

Choose from Bananaberry Blast, Brekkie Anytime, Berry Antioxidant,

Tropical Buzz (add milk for these flavours), Mangobanana Tango,

Fruit & Veg Antioxidant and Vegie Shot (add apple juice for these

last three).

For more information on this innovative product from a trusted Aus-

tralian-owned brand, contact your local distributor or Patties Foods

Ltd on toll free 1800 650 069 or email info@patties.com.au. v

There’s no

longer any

need to start

from scratch

with all the asso -

ciated labour and

prepa ration, not to men-

tion the time and effort of ensur-

ing your raw ingredients are of

consistent quality.

Thanks to Chefs Pride, you can

offer delicious smoothies in just

three simple steps. 

Chefs Pride Smoothie Cubes are

made with all-natural fruit and

vegetable ingredients and por-

tion controlled so there’s no

wastage – just cost-effective,

quick and easy to prepare

smoothies that taste great!

Keep the full range of Chefs

Pride Smoothie Cubes in the freezer and you’ll be able to offer a vari-

ety of great smoothie flavours, any time of the day. There’s no need to

use up valuable storage space on the raw fruit and vegetable ingredi-

ents, or have to worry about seasonal availability – Chefs Pride

Smoothie Cubes are available all year round!

Now it’s easier
than ever before

to make all-natural
fruit/vegie

smoothies that
your customers

will love!

SWEETEN
YOUR

BUSINESS
WITH

NATVIA…
naturally

FREE SAMPLE click NATVIA OFFER
foodservicegateway.com.au
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vision’ focus, whereby we are providing an expanded range of quality

natural ingredients to the foodservice market.

“Cerebos Foodservice is committed to offering Australia’s foodservice

professionals the very best products with as high a proportion of natural

ingredients as possible while minimising artificial additives.

“Natvia fits the bill absolutely and we’re proud to be able to exclu-

sively supply it to foodservice distributors and corporate caterers.”

Natvia is available to foodservice in attractive branded 2g sticks with

packaging that draws attention to the fact it is a 100 per cent natural

sweetener (500 per 1kg box), as well as a 10kg bulk pack for use

back-of-house in baking and cooking.

Contact your local foodservice distributor today to place your order.

FREE OFFER: Cerebos Foodservice is offering a free sample pack of

40 Natvia sticks to the first 200 readers to visit www.foodservicegate

way.com.au and click on the NATVIA OFFER link. v



With a longstanding
commitment to ‘paddock
to plate’ production,
exemplifying the highest
standards of quality
assurance and ethical
farming, Otway Pork is
set to make its mark on
the foodservice market.

The well-established brand, whose retail

products are available across Victoria, NSW,

Queensland, South Australia and the ACT,

entered foodservice earlier this year with the

launch of its English, Thai and Irish Pork

Sausages, complementing the range with

Irish Pork Chipolatas.

Otway Pork pigs are bred outdoors, near the

Otway ranges in South Western Victoria and

at Edenhope near the South Australian border.

Selected for their suitability to outdoor breed-

ing conditions, they roam free in paddocks

with purpose-built huts for shelter, enabling

the mother sows to follow their maternal

nesting instincts and have their litter in the

natural environment.

The animals live in straw or earth, never in

concrete stalls or cages. Their natural grain-

based diet, free of added growth hormones

and in-feed antibiotics, combined with their

comfortable, stress-free surroundings helps

ensure superior meat quality of exceptional

leanness, tenderness and colour.

The Pastoral Pork Company – the company

behind the Otway Pork brand – is Australia’s

largest producer of outdoor pigs, and the

first pork producer in Australia to receive

national accreditation under the RSPCA’s

Approved Farming Scheme. 

This is designed to ensure the animals are

free from hunger, thirst, discomfort, pain,

fear and distress (for which reason their tails

are not docked, nor are rings placed in their

noses), and able to express normal behaviour.

An open door auditing policy with the RSCPA

ensures compliance with these standards,

guaranteeing ethical farming practices during

all stages of production.

“We are proud to be a genuine Australian

pioneer in delivering superior quality pork

to both foodservice and retail,” says Otway

Pork Marketing Manager John Lochery.

“Foodservice professionals across Australia

can be assured that when they buy Otway

Pork, they’re choosing the best pork which

has been produced in an ethical manner, 

ensuring both superior quality and a happy

and humane existence for the animals.” v
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Otway offers superior pork
produced in an ethical manner

VIDEO click ART IC L ES
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Featuring 20 per cent better non-stick per-

formance than before, new improved GLAD

Bake is made from high quality baking/

cooking paper with a specially designed non-

stick coating, eliminating the need for fats

and oils during cooking and making baking

easier while minimising the tiresome scrub-

bing of cookware. Able to be used in con-

vection and microwave ovens alike, it can

withstand temperatures of up to 230degC.

“GLAD Bake is terrific for baking cakes and

muffins, which we do a lot of,” Tim affirms.

“It creates a fantastic non-stick surface –

which is particularly useful for muffins, as

you can serve them straight from the tray in

vegetables and by using GLAD Bake we can

avoid cooking them in too much oil, which

our customers appreciate. In addition to the

health benefits, this means they won’t turn into

a soggy mess when you’re finished cooking.

“When you’re roasting nuts, they’ll scorch

fairly quickly if you’re using a metal tray,

whereas when you line with GLAD Bake

first they roast very quickly without burning,

which is a great improvement.

“We do find our customers are often looking

to cut down on their intake of fats and sugars,

so anything we can use during the cooking

process to reduce our use of oils is a real bene fit

– especially when cooking cakes and muffins.”

Tim adds that the fact that GLAD Bake is now

20 per cent improved in non-stick perform-

ance is “really remarkable – considering it

was already so good!”

Tim is also an extensive user of GLAD

Wrap, Australia’s number one food wrap

which is well known for being both versatile

and easy to handle. Made from high quality

polyethylene, GLAD Wrap clings tight to

seal in freshness, making it ideal for long as

well as short term storage. HACCP accredited,

BPA & PVC Free and completely microwave

safe, GLAD Wrap comes in a convenient

dispenser pack for commercial use – featuring

a Sliding Ezy-Cutter Bar for safe, quick and

efficient dispensing, an easy-to-remove start-

of-roll sticker plus an end-of-roll reminder.

“We get bread delivered from our wholesale

baker every morning – it’s unpackaged and

in a big tray, and we take the individual rolls

and wrap them in GLAD Wrap to keep

them fresh throughout the day,” Tim says.

“We also peel oranges first thing in the

morning to make freshly squeezed orange

juice, and they also go into GLAD Wrapped

storage containers to keep them fresh. 

“When I really think about it we use GLAD

Wrap for so many things – over the tops 

of salad containers that go into the cool

room; with our cut vegies; and so many 

other ingredients. 

“GLAD Wrap is simply the best choice for

keeping fresh food fresh.”

For advice and helpful hints on using GLAD

Wrap, GLAD Bake and related products, visit

www.cloroxcommercial.com.au today. v

during its 21 years of business, and it’s easy

to see why. Not only does owner Tim Peterson

source sustainable and organic produce from

local farms and growers, he’s also raised

Café Dov’s profile through growing herbs,

fruits and veggies onsite in the adjacent 

converted carspace.

It’s all part of Tim’s commitment to provid-

ing his customers with the best possible

quality. A commitment that extends beyond

what he serves to also encompass his choice

of back of house products.

In his efforts to ensure his kitchen and staff

are equipped with the best at all times, Tim

has been diligent about identifying just

which products are “must-haves” in the

commercial kitchen.

Tim is a longtime user of two products from

the GLAD stable: GLAD Bake and GLAD

Wrap – in fact he says he and his staff couldn’t

do without them.

their GLAD Bake lining which looks great.

We serve a very popular cinnamon and walnut

loaf and GLAD Bake makes it so easy to bake.

“GLAD Bake is also great for lining trays

when you’re roasting vegetables and nuts.

We serve a sandwich with Mediterranean

Nestled in the small eastern suburb of Potts

Point, Café Dov is a little Sydney oasis just

down the road from the busy nightlife of

Kings Cross.

The café has been a favou -

r i te  among loca ls  

Café Dov’s Tim... GLAD to wrap to ’Rep readers!
Nestled in the small eastern suburb
of Potts Point, Café Dov is a little
Sydney oasis just down the 
road from the busy nightlife 
of Kings Cross.

VIDEO click ART IC L ES
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regular versions you’re familiar with, the Ingham gluten-

free range includes:

Gluten-free Chicken Breast Tenders: Packed full of

flavour, these versatile tenders are ideal in wraps or rolls,

or as a sliced salad ingredient. You can also serve them

as a tasty snack with or without dipping sauce.

Gluten-free Chicken Breast Nuggets: Bite-sized, portion

controlled nuggets are a fantastically cost-effective option,

equally suitable as a snack or part of a main meal.

Gluten-free Chicken Breast Schnitzel: The perfect choice for centre of

plate, Inghams Gluten-Free Chicken Breast Schnitzel can be quickly

cooked in the oven or deep fryer. v

Foodservice professionals all over Aus-

tralia are recognising the benefits of

offering gluten-free meals on the menu.

Thankfully, it’s not as challenging as it might at first appear – 

especially if your gluten-free products taste just as good as their 

regular counterparts. 

It’s for this reason that Australia’s premier poultry products supplier

has introduced gluten-free versions of some of its most popular val-

ue-added favourites.

So now thanks to Inghams, those customers who love the terrific

taste of chicken nuggets, tenders and schnitzels, but who have to fol-

low a gluten-free diet, need not miss out.

Inghams’ flavoursome gluten-free twists on traditional chicken products

feature specially formulated gluten-free crumb coating which has been

developed with no compromise on flavour or crispness.

Made from the same 100 per cent Australian chicken breast as the

GLUTEN FREE CHICKEN 
BREAST TENDERS

For gluten-free menu options,
Inghams has the answer
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If you’re looking for cakes of exceptional indulgence and quality, you

can’t go past the unique delicacies that comprise the Lindt Petites

Patisseries au Chocolat range.

Featuring ingredients of exceptional quality, this superb selection of

cakes is now available to foodservice professionals in a new improved

unit and carton size for greater cost-effectiveness.

All cakes in the Lindt Petites Patisseries au Chocolat range are now

up to 10g larger in size and feature a rectangular cut – to create a 

superior size impression when plated.

Ideal for morning and afternoon teas, or as a lunchtime or evening

dessert, the Lindt Petites Patisseries au Chocolat range suits casual

and fine dining establishments alike. They’re equally popular on the

menu, or for function catering, and as a room service offering.

Currently available through quality foodservice distributors 

across the eastern seaboard, the Lindt Petites Patisseries au Chocolat

selection comprises:

St Moritz (50 54g portions): Rich and silky layers of dark, milk and

white chocolate mousse separated by thin layers of almond cake, and

featuring an attractive decorative top of Lindt dark chocolate

squares dusted with cocoa powder.

Velour (60 64g portions): Superb chocolate cheesecake with a blend

of fine cream cheese and Lindt Chocolate Excellence 70% over a 

biscuit base.

Opera (55 64g portions): Thin layers of dark chocolate ganache, coffee

butter cream and almond sponge soaked in coffee syrup, mounted

with dark chocolate topping.

White Chocolat Framboise (62 65g portions): Layered white chocolate

mousse, almond success and raspberry puree, finished with pureed

raspberry glaze and shards of white chocolate.

In addition to featuring the finest quality ingredients and the indulgence

of Lindt Chocolate, each cake in the range has been crafted for 

maximum consumer appeal, with great care taken to ensure their 

superb taste is matched by the attractiveness of their presentation.

For more information on the new Lindt Petites Patisseries au Chocolat

selection and other products in the Lindt Foodservice range, email

foodservice-au@lindt.com or phone (02) 8268 0057. v
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